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إمتحان الوحده الثانية   

اسم الطالب:

Q1-For items (1- 20 ), read each one carefully then choose from A, B, C or D the correct
answer

SEE PAGE TWO...

الفرع: جميع الفروع الاكاديمية
اليوم والتاريخ:

A N A S

1.Nobody goes to the new private sports club. The building is a white elephant .
The underlined colour idiom in the sentence above means......................

A.unexpectedly               B.angry                  C..permission                   D.a useless possession

2. If you have a.............the best thing to do is take some medicine and rest somewhere quite.

A.prosthetic           B.migraine           C.immunization           D.apparatus

3. There....... be a lot more wild animals in the past, but they are becoming rare nowadays

A.use to                B.used to be                     C.is used to                 D.were used to 

4. When I was a child my grandmother..........cakes for us.

A.used to make            B.are used to making             C.use to make      D.is used to making

5. I just got glasses this week, and I'm not used to..........them yet.
A.wear            B.wearing            C.wears             D.wore

6. Salma has been practicing the oud really hard and she..........playing it.

A.is now used to              B.now used to        C.were now used to       D.are now used to

7. When I was at school I.........many things at school

A.use to make               B.am used to making            C.used to make        D.was used to making

8. When I was a child I..........at home alone.

A.am not used to staying             B.don't use to stay           
 C.wasn't used to staying,                    D.didn't use to stay

9.I........understand English, but now I do.

A.weren't used to                  B.didn't use to            C.am not used to        D.isn't used to
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10.My cousin has lived in Lebanon for a year. He says he.........there now

A.is used to living         B.used to live           C.use to live    D.are used to living

11.There......so much pollution, but these days it is a global problem.

A.aren't used to being            B,wasn't used to being
C.isn't used to being                   D, didn't use to be

12. We needed warm clothes when we went to London we............... the cold weather.

A.wasn't used to          B.weren't used to           C.didn't use to       D.isn't used to

13. Where did they..........after school

A.is used to going          B.used to go        C.use to go          D.used to going

14. When I was a student, I................very hard.

A.used to work        B.use to work          C.am used to working       D.is used to working

15.Are you.................in Jordan yet? You have only been here for two months 

A.use to live           B.used to live            C.used to living                 D.use to living

16. Most Jordanians...........the hot weather that we have in summer 
A.are used to            B.used to                C.was used to               D.is used to

17. My grandparents.........send emails when they were my age.

A.didn't use to              B.aren't used to,             C.weren't used to,              D.wasn't used to

18.When you were younger I.........you........... play in the park?

A.was /used to                B.are /used to               C.did/use to           D.is /used to

19. When I was young I............fishing with my dad every weekend. Now I don't

A.am used to going,                 B.used to go           C.are used to going                D.use to go

20. We always go to the market across the street, so we
eating fresh.............vegetables

A.are used to                 B.were used to                  C.is used to                D.used to
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THE END

Q2: Read the following article carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET
answer all the questions that follow. Your answers should be based on the article

It’s normal to feel a bit blue from time to time. However, studies show that negative emotions
can harm the body.
Anger can also have harmful effects on health. When you see red, your blood pressure is
raised and you can suffer from headaches, sleep problems and digestive problems. However,
what about positive feelings and attitudes? Until recently, scientists had not investigated
whether there is a link between positive feelings and good health.

Then, in a study that had followed more than 6,000 men and women aged 25 to 74 for 20
years, researchers found that positivity reduced the risk of heart disease. They also found
Other factors influencing health included a supportive network of family and friends, and an
optimistic outlook on life.

The research showed that children who were more able to stay focused on a task, and who
had a more positive attitude to life at age seven, were usually in better health 30 years later. 

Some health professionals believe that bad lifestyle choices, such as smoking or lack of
exercise, are the reason for heart disease.

1. The article states some possible effects of anger on someone's health .Write down
three of these effects.
2. Certain factors were found to influence the health positively. Write down two of these
factors.
3. Quote the sentence which states the examples of bad lifestyle choices
4. Find an idiom in the text which refers to "sadness".
5. What does the underlined word "They" refers to
6. The article states two research findings about children who were in better health 30 years
old later. write these two findings down

7. It is said that optimistic people do not make bad lifestyle decisions.
statement and, in two sentences, write down your point of view.

8. Some people can easily control their anger when it appears. Suggest three possible ways to
overcome one's anger.


